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Sequence Or Design By Noel Becar, EAA 725 316 Del Rosa Way, San Mateo, Calif. VERALL DESIGN was discussed in an earlier article O in this series, but no summarization was made as it was felt the subject matter was too general and too varied to be of reference value on paper. However, a quick summary of points covered might be helpful. Overall design can best be defined as, "consideration of all the pertinent factors entering into the obtaining of maximum performance with minimum horsepower" in the case of light aircraft. As a quick check list, the following factors should be included: (A)—Consideration of a higher landing speed than might normally be specified if we do not want a plane which is uncomfortable to fly in rough air,—for the property of an airplane that allows it to ride bumps comfortably is dependent on its landing speed. The lower the landing speed, the greater will be the effect of bumps at higher speeds, for this is dependent upon the ratio of weight supported by the wings at any given instant, to the possible weight that the wings can support at that speed and instant. If comfort were the only criterion, we could overcome this condition by pushing up the landing speed to abnormally high values, but good judgment must be exercised in striking a balance between high and low landing speeds. Low landing speeds provides the ability to take-off and land within reasonable distances and with reduced hazard. This is one of the many compromises a designer must make between conflicting requirements when laying out a new design, but can be partially overcome by the use of flaps or other high-lift devices. (B)—For a high climbing angle, rapid rate of climb and a good ceiling, increasing the span or power will have a similar effect upon each of these characteristics. However, increasing the span has a much more powerful influence, by lowering the power required for a given rate



of climb or ceiling. As span is increased greatly though, the power required ceases to drop off so rapidly. For any design, a proper balance may be obtained that will make for the greatest all-around efficiency, but increase of span is definitely more important than increase of horsepower, in the case of ceiling. As an example, to attain a 15,000 foot ceiling, the following relationships exist between span loading and power loading: SPAN LOADING



POWER LOADING



35 Ibs. per ft. run of span requires 15 Ibs. per hp 27 Ibs. per ft. run of span requires 20 Ibs. per hp 23 Ibs. per ft. run of span requires 25 Ibs. per hp



21 Ibs. per ft. run of span requires 30 Ibs. per hp For a concrete example, in connection with an 800 Ib. light airplane, the following span and horsepower relationships enable a 15,000 ft. ceiling to be attained: ===^= A 23 ft. span requires 53 hp A 29.5 ft. span requires 40 hp A 35 ft. span requires 32 hp



A 38 ft. span requires 26.5 hp. Note that by increasing our span 65 percent, from 23 to 38 ft., we have cut the hp required in half to reach a 15,000 ft. ceiling.



(C)—Minimum weight consistent with adequate strength simply emphasizes the fact that a stress-analysis or, at least, sand-bag loading should be resorted to in or30
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der to prove OGt strength after as much lightening of the design as possible has been done. (D)—Reduction of parasite resistance to the minimum, even at the cost of a small increase in weight, is desirable for low horsepower designs by such means as full-cantilever wings and retraction of landing gear and other power consuming drag items. Design Sequence. The first step in designing a new



airplane is the decision of what type is to be built. In practically all cases, structural considerations will indicate a monoplane as the best design for simplicity and the least drag for its size. Also, for a given area of wing, in order to obtain the same performance, a biplane would have to have an extremely short chord which would make the internal bracing in the plane of the wing very weak and the wing-cell would lack torsional rigidity. If the chord were to be increased to overcome the above undesirable characteristics, the area would be increased with a consequent loss of comfort in bumpy air. Probably the next question to be decided is that of materials to be used and the type of construction. This is more dependent upon the personal ability of the constructor and availability of materials. Welded steel tubing for fuselage, empennage and landing gear is cheap, light and strong but requires experience in fabrication to acquire satisfactory welds. For the amateur constructor without this experience, the older methods of construction, with which any good wood worker or cabinet maker is familiar, is probably safer, such as spruco, plywood and fabric construction. One of the strongest arguments for wood construction is its elasticity, which accounts for its ability to withstand repeated shock loading without fatigue failure, as is sometimes experienced in welded tube or sheet metal construction. Also, it is cheaper for an experimental design to be fabricated from wood than metal and repairs or alterations are much easier effected. The next step and one which is probably the real beginning of a design for the amateur, is the selection of an engine. In most cases, this will be the result of whatever engine one can obtain, due to financial reasons or whatever is available at the time, and not necessarily the best engine for a given design specification. Here then, is the chief difference between the amateur designer and the professional. Whereas, the professional designs an airplane to fit certain design parameters, and specifies the engine most desirable for a given performance, the amateur finds himself restricted to a certain engine which will be the best he can afford. He then has to design for the best possible performance he can obtain from such



a powerplant. TABLE l(a)



DATA ON TWO-PLACE AIRCRAFT



DESIGNATION



Gross Wt.



1450 1350 1500 1090 1260 1400 Luscombe 8-E . . . . . . . . . . . . . (50) Piper Cub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(50) 1220 1200 Taylorcraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(50) Temco "Swift" . . . . . . . . . . . .(50) 1710 1353 Average Gross Weight/Useful Load



Aeronca Champion . . . . . . . . (50) Aeronca Super Chief . . . . . . .(50) Cessna 140-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(50) Druine "Turbi" (French) . .



Empty Useful Max. Load Wt. H.P. SAO 890 90 820 530 85



907 S93 610 480 750 510 850 550 750 470 750 450 1185 525 835 518 = 1353/518



85 45 75 85 90 65 125 83 =



# per Wing H.P. Area



16.1 15.9 17.6 24.2 16.8 16.5 13.5 18.5 13.7 17.0 2.62



190 1IM)



154 185 143 140 177 185 132 165



#per Sq. Ft.



7.63 7.50 9.75 5.90 8.85 10.00 6.90 6.50 13.00 8.45



The second method for initial weight determination



With a given engine in view, the builder's next step is that of estimating the total weight of his projected airplane. This can be done either by applying formulae which have proven to be reliable in weight estimation, or by comparing his requirements with the performance and weight of similar proven designs. For this latter method, the information in Table 1 is submitted. One of



is to refer to a list of aircraft such as listed in Table 1, (a) for two-place designs and, (b) for single-place designs, using the average gross weight/useful load as a factor for multiplying the desired useful load of a new design in order to obtain the estimated new gross weight. The accuracy of this figure will be in direct proportion to the similarity between a given design and the aircraft listed in this table.



the best methods of weight estimation by formula for light airplanes is covered in Reference No. 1 as listed at the end of this article. From it, we find the gross



Example:



weight of a typical two-place light airplane of conventional design will equal the powerplant weight, (Whl>) plus weight of fuel and oil, including tanks, (Wf) plus weight of crew, (Wc), divided by .55 or,



Same as given in the last example except that "useful load" for this purpose is comprised of the following: Pilot and passenger (2 x 170) = 340 15 gallons of gas, (15 x 6) = 90 1 gallon of oil, (1 x 7.5) = 7.5 2 parachutes, (2 x 20) = 40



W g =(W hp +W f + W,,)/.55



Powerplant weight, (Whll) = 1.33 x engine dry weight; weight of fuel and oil, (W f )=6 Ibs. per gallon for gasoline and 7.5 Ibs. per gallon for oil; weight of pilot or passenger, (W,,) = 170 Ibs. each. Example: Design a two-place light airplane, using a 170 lb., 65 hp Continental engine, with provision for 15 gallons of fuel. Estimate the fuel tank weight as 10 percent of the fuel weight, and the oil tank with oil also as 10 percent of the fuel weight. These estimated weights will run very close to the actual weights: Fuel, oil and tanks . . . . . . . . = 108 Ibs. Power-plant, (170 x 1.33) = 226 Ibs. Fuel . . . . . . . . . . ( 6 x 1 5 ) = 90 Ibs. Fuel Tank ..(90 x .10) = 9.0 Ibs. Oil & tank . . . . (90 x .10) = Crew . . . . (2 x 170) -



9.0 Ibs.



340 Ibs.



Applying the equation for gross weight, we find: Wg=(226+108 + 340)/.55=1225 Ibs.



The structural weight is 35 percent of the gross weight, distributed as follows: Wings—14.5%, Tail Surfaces—2.0%, Fuselage—14.0%, Landing Gear—4.5% We reserve a small weight margin to cover error which, if not used, can be applied toward increasing the range and also covers equipment weights. This is estimated as 10 percent of the gross weight, so that final breakdown of probable weights for our example is as follows: Structural Weight



Wings . . . . . . . .(1225 x .145)= 177.5 Ibs. or 14.5% Tail Surfaces ..(1225 x .020)= 24.5 Ibs. or 2.0% Fuselage . . . . . .(1225 x .140)= 171.5 Ibs. or 14.0%



Landing Gear ..(1225 x .045)= 55.0 Ibs. Power Plant . . . . . . . .(170 x 1.33)= 226.0 Ibs. Fuel, oil and tanks . . . . . . . . . . . = 108.0 Ibs. Crew, (pilot & passenger) (2x170) =340.0 Ibs. Equipment



or 4.5% or 18.4% or 8.8% or 27.8%



Total useful load 477.5 Ibs. The two parachutes in the above summary were included under "equipment" in the first example. To compare this projected design with an "average" design, use the "average" factor at bottom of Table 1 (a) viz., 2.62 and multiply total estimated useful load above, by this factor: 477.5 x 2.62 = 1251 Ibs. gross weight. Note this is in close agreement with the 1225 Ibs. solved for in the first example. A higher degree of accuracy can be obtained if we can identify a particular listed design in the table as being very close to our own. In this case, we can solve for a more accurate factor than the average by dividing the listed gross weight of the listed design by the listed useful load. As an example, if we were contemplating the design of a single-place light airplane similar in size and construction to the Druine "Turbulent", we would take the listed values for the "Turbulent", in Table 1 (b), as follows: 606/265 = 2.29 and use this as the multiplier of our estimated useful load. The next step is to decide on a suitable airfoil section, based on requirements as covered in a preceding article, called "Selecting a Suitable Wing Section". Once an airfoil is selected, the maximum lift coefficient is determined from the airfoil data and used to compute the area required for a given landing and take-off speed, as covered in a preceding article called "Selecting Wing Area, Planform and Thickness". The following formula is a repetition of the one previously given for computing wing area (S), from the estimated gross weight (W), and maximum lift coefficient (Cr max), when the landing speed (V8), is stated in miles per hour, as the equation in "Selecting Wing Area, Planform and Thickness" is given for the Vs value in feet per second. Both equations as stated are for use at sea level. S = W/.002558 (C,_ max) Vs)2



Points to be considered in choosing a landing speed were discussed earlier in this report. TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . 1225.0 Ibs. 100.0% Wing span and chord, tail length and empennage dimensions, as well as the drawing of a ===== balance diagram will be covered in TABLE l(b) the next article. The following referDATA ON SINGLE-PLACE AIRCRAFT ences were used in preparing this



. . . . . . . . .(1225 x .10) = 122.5 Ibs. or



DESIGNATION



Druine "Turbulent"



Gross



wt. 606 510 600 620 780 800 1000 550



10.0%



Empty Useful Max. Lead H.P. Wt. 341 265 25



24.2 18.2 17.0



28 35 37 16.8 65 12.0 25 32.0 Piel "Pinocehio" CP-20 100 10.0 Smith "Miniplane" 286 264 25 22.4 Tipsy S-2 (Ultra-Light) 360 300 25 26.4 660 Tipsy "Nipper" 40 19.9 681 393 288 Average Gross Weight/Useful Load = 681/288 = 2.36 Driggs Dart DJ-1 Lincoln Sport Luton Minor Mooney "Mite" 18LA



325 370 330 520 390 616



185 230 290 260 410 384



# per I Wing H.P. 1 Area



81



70 108 125 95 97 100 100 80 95



#per



Sq. Ft.



7.50



7.28 5.55 4.96 8.22 8.25 10.00 5.50 8.20 7.27



report:



Reference No. 1—Light Aircraft



Performance Calculation, by Ser-



ralles.



Reference No. 2—TM-236, The Light



Airplane, by Ivan H. Driggs.



Reference No. 3—Design of a Light



Airplane, by L. Pazmany. Reference No. 4—Airp'ane Design Manual, by F. K. Teichmann. SPORT AVIATION
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PART TWO



Sequence Or Design By Noel Becar, EAA 725 316 Del Rosa Way, San Mateo, Calif.



Lusingrequired wing area (S) for a selected landing speed, the formula: S=W/.002558 x C, max. x V 2 where AST MONTH'S article ended with the consideration of R



(S) is wing area in sq. ft., (W) is estimated gross weight in IDS., (CL max.) is the maximum lift coefficient as obtained from Airfoil Characteristic curves as published in reports such as NACA Technical Report No. 824, and (V9) is the desired landing speed in miles per hour. To illustrate the application of this basic equation, we will use last month's example of a two-place light airplane powered by a 65 hp Continental engine, and carrying 15 gals, of fuel. The gross weight was estimated to be 1,225 Ibs. From a report such as No. 824, or any of the other airfoil section reports, we select a section that appears satisfactory, or that we know from experience, is suitable. For our example, we shall select the NACA 4415 section, whose ordinates are given on page 101 of Report 824. On page 142 of the same report, we obtain the maximum CL value of 1.28 for the "standard Roughness" condition, at a Reynold's Number of 6.0 x 106, or 6,000,000. For a first approximation of wing area, this value may be used without correction, but if a more accurate treatment is desired, (and it is strongly recommended), reference No. 3 listed at the end of this and last month's article, will give the details of correcting the value of C r max. in order to render a more precise answer. In regard to landing speed, we shall arbitrarily select 50 mph as a satisfactory value. Substituting these values in the above equation to solve for required area, we obtain: S=1225/.002558 x 1.28 x 502=150 sq. ft. Consideration of Span and Chord—the advantages of low span loading, discussed in last month's article, have to be considered in relation to strength, weight, and other conflicting factors, as the greater the span and the less the chord, the weaker the structure will be, without making it heavier by using more material to increase strength. Here again the designer has to compromise, and it is just a question of which feature is most desirable. If good climb and ceiling are desired above all else, then a low span loading must be obtained, even at the expense of weight and size. However, if only a moderate climb and ceiling are acceptable, then the span loading may increase, so that a shorter span and lighter construction may be used. It's all a matter of what one wants the most. No mention has been made of two factors normally considered important in design, namely wing loading (Ibs. per sq. ft. of area), and aspect ratio, which is the ratio of span to the wing chord. If the span is constant, wing loading has very little effect upon the power required. The belief that rate of climb and ceiling increases as the wing area increases is a fallacy, which a little consideration of the facts will explain. When this relationship showing dependence of performance on wing area was first worked out, the investigators overlooked the fact that since they were keeping the aspect ratio constant in their calculations (an A. R. of 6 being most frequently used), they were varying the span as well as the wing loading. The effect obtained was due to this variation in span—and not to the wing loading, as the effect was due to a cause which actually works just the opposite



from that which was presumed. Given a constant span, an increase of wing area (namely, greater chord length) will decrease ceiling, rate of climb, and high speed—by increasing the parasite (or profile) drag. Wing loading's influence is mainly that of controlling the minimum speed at which level flight can be maintained as computed in the first paragraph of this article, and control of the wing parasite drag. Aspect ratio, on the other hand, is a perfectly useless term, as span and area tell the whole story. An examination of the span loading values for aircraft listed in Tables l(a) and l(b) of last month's article indicates a minimum value of 33.4, a maximum of 58.2, and an average value of 41.1 Ibs. per foot of span for the two-place aircraft listed in Table l(a), while a low value of 18.9, high of 57, and an average of 31.5 Ibs. per ft. of span applies to the single-place aircraft listed in Table l(b). Comparing this data based on successful past and present designs, it may be conceded that the average loading value of 41.1 Ibs. per ft. of span is satisfactory for our two-place example. Then — 1225/41.1=29.8 ft. or 30 ft. in round numbers. If we now divide our area of 150 sq. ft. by 30 ft. span, we obtain a chord of 5 feet, or 60 inches. Determination of Tail Length—other than the location of the CG, one of the most powerful influences toward longitudinal stability is the empennage, or tail surfaces. The distance from the CG of the complete airplane to the center of pressure (CP) of the horizontal tail surfaces is known as tail length, and is one of the most important variables contributing to stability. One of the simplest and most direct methods of deriving a satisfactory value, is to compare the tail length (in practice this is usually taken as the distance from CG to rudder post) of several successful designs, using the average value, or the value of a design similar to the one in question. This dimension is computed in chord lengths of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). As an example, if the chord of a straight rectangular wing on a given design was 50 in., and CG to rudder post distance was 146 in., then the tail length factor would be 146/50 or 2.92 chord lengths. On the other hand, knowing the MAC and tail length factor, tail length could be determined by multiplication, e.g.: 50 x 2.92=146 in. tail length. By examining 18 different successful single and twoplace craft of domestic and European design, we obtain tail length factors of 2.2 minimum to 4.6 max., with an average value of 3.05 for the lot. If we take this value and multiply our 60 in. example chord length by it, we obtain: 3.05 x 60=183 in. from rudder post to CG. The CG of our example craft is assumed to be located 27 percent of the chord aft of the leading edge of the wing. (The question of CG location relative to the wing chord will be discussed in a later article, as it is associated with finding the CG location for the entire airplane at the time the balance computations are made). One other important variable concerned with the contribution of the empennage to stability is its area. The tail length represents the lever arm creating a restoring moment, while the area represents the force at the end of the lever. (Continued on page 30) SPORT AVIATION
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Laminar Flow Airfoils By Ray Borst, EAA 1526 P. O. Box 401, South Milwaukee, Wis. OST HOMEBUILDERS have heard of laminar flow M airfoils. However, few people know how or why they work to give reduced drag. It is hoped that this



short article will remove some of the mystery surrounding laminar flow airfoils. There are two types of airflow—laminar and turbulent. Laminar flow has about one-seventh the drag of turbulent flow at the Reynolds numbers that homebuilders encounter. Thus you can understand why all the effort was made to develop laminar flow airfoils. All airflow is laminar at the start. However, after a while—when velocity multiplied by distance reaches a critical value, the flow becomes turbulent. Notice that the smoke curling upward from a cigarette is nice and
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smooth for a while and then, all of a sudden, it tumbles and twists. The smooth portion is laminar flow and the tumbling portion is turbulent flow. Laminar flow can be coaxed into remaining laminar for extended periods (beyond the critical value mentioned above) if the airflow is moving into a region of continually decreasing pressure. That is, the air is sucked back along the surface of the wing. This is what the laminar flow airfoils do. They are designed so that, within certain values of lift coefficient, the pressure on the surface of the wing decreases back to a specified position on the chord. If we plot pressure for the 23012 and a 65-412 along the chord, we note that the pressure for the 23012 decreases just to the 15 percent point while for the 65-412 the pressure decreases back to the 50 percent chord point. Thus, the 65-412 retains laminar flow over 50 percent of its surface area and has a much lower drag. The 23012 has about 50 percent higher drag than the 65-412 with values of about .0062 vs .0042. The NACA numbering system describes a laminar flow airfoil rather completely. For instance—65-412 6 means laminar flow series 5 means laminar flow to 50 percent chord multiply number by 10 to obtain laminar percentage



4 means cruising lift coefficient of .4 multiply number by one-tenth to obtain the design cruising lift coefficient. 12 means 12 percent maximum thickness.



/H



Chord in Percent



SEQUENCE OF DESIGN . . . (Continued from page 29)



Empennage Dimensions—Here again a comparison of empennage areas of several successful light aircraft will give a good indication of correct proportions for a new design. As in the determination of tail length, one can use the average value, or select the percentages applicable to a design closest to the one under consideration. The average values (in percent of wing area) obtained from the aircraft listed in Table 2 are as follows: Stabilizer .8.35%



Elevator 6.64% Horizontal tail 15% F i n . . . . . . . . 3.78% Rudder . . . . . . 4.60% Vertical tail 8.4% For comparison, equivalent values from Reference No. 2 are: S t a b i l i z e r . . . . . . . . .27 (MAC) S/Tail length E l e v a t o r . . . . . . . . . .25 (MAC) S/Tail length



Fin . . . . . . . . . .009 (b) S/Tail length R u d d e r . . . . . . . . . . .03 (b) S/Tail length where: MAC is the mean aerodynamic chord, S is the wing area, b is wing span, and all values are in feet or square feet.



=



DATA ON EMPENNAGE AREAS Wing LIGHT AIRPLANE



Druine Turbulent Jurca Tempete (MJ.2) Smith Miniplane Eklund



Lincoln Sport Drigg's Dart



Ercoupe Globe Swift Luscombe Silvaire 30



JULY 1962



Area



80.70 85.00 100.00 50.00 108.00 70.00 142.60 131.60 140.00



Stabilizer



Area |



%



7.30 10.77 8.22 8.22 5.00 10.00 7.50 6.94 5.57 3.90 10.20 7.16 13.10 9.94 13.00 9.28 5.91



9.15



EU» otor Area %



Fin Area | %



Hud der Area %



5.38 6.68 8.61 10.13 4.86 4.86 5.00 10.00



1.29 7.00 3.02 3.50 3.00



4.08 5.81 3.89



5.50



3.30 9.40 7.12 8.75



5.09 4.72 6.60 5.41 6.25



2.00 3.30 3.60 4.90



1.60 8.24 3.02 7.00 2.78 2.86 2.32 2.73 3.50



3.50 3.00 2.40 6.00 5.53 5.65



5.06 6.83 3.89 7.00 2.78 3.43 4.20 4.21 4.03



The following references were used in preparing this article: Reference No. 1 —L ight Aircraft



Performance Calculation by Serralles. No. 2—TM-326, The Light Airplane by Ivan H. Driggs. No. 3—Design of a Light Airplane by L. Pazmany. No. 4—Airplane Design Manual by F. K. Teichmann.
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Sequence the events 
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